
Test 1 will be Thursday, Feb. 25, in class. It will be closed book and notes, except for one 8.5" x

11" sheet of paper (front and back) with notes.  Review topics for Test 1 are:

Chapter 1.

� A computer program is a sequence of instructions.  Algorithms are used by programmers to

describe a program informally, and develop a program via step-wise refinement. 

� Hardware components and their function:  CPU, Main Memory, Secondary Storage, Input

Devices, Output Devices

� Software types:  system software (operating system), application software - programs that

users run that make the computer useful. 

� Stored-program concept (von Neumann architecture), Fetch-Decode-Execute cycle

(instruction/machine cycle); High-level language vs. machine language

� Compiled vs. interpreter languages 

� IDLE, Python shell, Python scripts (collection of commands in a file) 

� Interactive vs. file I/O

Chapter 2.

� Overview of the waterfall model of software development

� Literals: character strings (str), integer (int and long), real (float)

� Variables, identifier-name rules (camelCase, constants)

� Assignment statements

� Comments: end-of-line comments(#) and Docstrings (“””)

� Binary numbers/base 2

� Data type representations: integer, float, character (ASCII and Unicode)

� Arithmetic Expressions: operator precedence and associativity

� Mixed-mode arithmetic and explicit type conversion (“”

� Using function: arguments (“ parameters” and return value, help function

� Modules: math module

� Program format and structure; main module

Chapter 3.

� input function for numeric values vs. raw_input function for strings

� Motivation of looping in an algorithm (e.g., walking example)

� for-loop iterating over a Python list or string

� range function to generate an integer list

� xrange function to generate a sequence of integer values for the for-loop without actually

creating a list 

� Example:  counted-controlled for-loop to calculate the average

� Augmented assignment operations (e.g., myIntVariable += 1)

� Formatting text for tabular output

� Conditional execution using the if, if-else, and if-elif-else statements

� Boolean type and constants (True, False)

�  comparison operators: <, >, ==, <=. >=, !=

�  logical operators: not, and, or

�  operator precedence of arithmetic, comparison, and logical operations

�  short-circuit evaluation

� Conditional-iteration loop using the while statement

� while syntax, and semantics via a flow chart

�  examples: sentinel controlled average with priming read

�  examples: sentinel controlled average using infinite loop and break statement

� random.randint function:   dice simulation example


